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after provided, upon all questions
which may be submitted to the vote
of the people or electors: First, he
shall be a citizen of the United
States; second, he shall have resided
in this state one year immediately
preceding the election at which he
offers to vote, and in the town,
county or precinct such time as may
be prescribed by law. If the question
submitted concerns the creation of
any levy, debt or liability the person,
in addition to possessing the qualifications above mentioned, must also
be a taxpayer whose name appears
upon the last preceding completed
assessment roll, in order to entitle
him to vote upon such question.

* * *"

Since the questions submitted by
referendum and initiative concern the
creation of a levy, debt or liability,
it is my opinion that in addition to the
general qualification of a legal voter
with reference to citizenship, age and
residence, a person to qualify to vote
on such measures would have to be
"a taxpayer whose name appears upon
the last preceding completed assessment roll" as provided by the above
quoted section. The requirement of
the Constitution is clear and unambiguous. We do not think there can be
any question of doubt concerning it.
See Martin v. State Highway Commission. 107 Mont. 603, 615, 88 Pac. (2)
41. It will be seen from this case
that no question was raised as to the
meaning of the Constitution.
As to the second question we think a
signer of the petitions needs to possess
only the general qualification of voters
relating to citizenship, age and residence.
Section 107, R. C. M., 1935, provides:
"Every person who is a qualified
elector of the State of Montana may
sign a petition for the referendum
or for the initiative * * *."
Had the legislature intended that the
signer should also be a taxpayer in case
the initiative or the referendum measure to be submitted concerns the creation of a levy, debt or liability, they
could easily have said so and should
have said so. The right to sign such
petitions is a substantial right of a
legal voter and should not be denied
him because he is not a taxpayer,
unless such is the clear intent of the

legislature. From the language used
we do not think it can be said that
was the intent of the legislature.
Section I, Article V of the Montana
Constitution, which provides for the
initiative and referendum, was declared to be in force by proclamation
of the Governor on December 7, 1906.
Throughout this section uses the term
"legal voters." Thereafter Chapter 62,
Laws of 1907 (now Chapter 13 of the
Political Code) was enacted. It provided the legal machinery for putting
the initiative and referendum into effect. Section 107 thereof, supra, uses
the term "qualified elector." These
terms, when used, could only mean a
person possessing the general qualifications of all electors pertaining to
citizenship, age and residence for they
were used before the taxpayer qualification was added to Section 2, Article
IX of the Constitution by vote of the
people in 1932, effective by the Governor's proclamation December 9, 1932.
Assuming that these terms could be
given a different meaning by an amendment to the Constittuion, the amendment of Section 2, Article IX above
referred to does not in our opinion give
a different meaning to them by necessary implication.
It is therefore my opinion that a
signer of petitions for initiative or
referendum which concern the creation
of any levy. debt or liability need not
be a taxpayer.
Opinion No. 210.
Milk Control Board-DistributorsProd ucers-Prices.
HELD: The prices paid by distributors to producers are automatically
fixed by the last paragraph of subdivision b, Section 7, Chapter 204,
Laws of 1939, and supersede all prices
fixed by the Milk Control Board under
the act repealed by said Chapter 204.
March 11, 1940.
Hon. G. A. Norris
Secretary, Montana Milk Control
Board
The Capitol
Dear Mr. Norris:
You have submitted the following:
"Will you be so kind as to render
to the office of the milk control board
your interpretation of the last para-
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graph under article B., Section 7,
Chapter 204, Session Laws of 1939,
pertaining to the prices to be paid
to the producer by the distributor.
"Kindly advise if your interpretation of this section of the law requires that the distributor pay the
producer for such milk purchased for
fluid consumption on a gallonage
basis or on a butterfat content basis.
"Also please advise if the fixing of
prices to be paid to the producer by
the distributor in accordance with
the section above referred to takes
precedence over any and all other
orders approved by the previously
constituted milk control board for
payment of fluid milk so purchased
on a butterfat content basis."
Answering your first question, since
the retail price is on the gallonage basis
and this is twice the price paid by the
distributor to the producer, we think
the price paid by the distributor to the
producer must be on the same basis,
that is on the gallonage basis, in order
that the two prices may be correctly
compared.
In regard to your second question,
we think that it should be answered in
the affirmative since the price paid to
the purchaser by the distributor is
automatically fixed according to the
retail price and the board is therefore
not vested with any discretion. VYe
think that all. orders made by the old
board under the old act are superseded by the provisions of the statute
cited by you, as Chapter 204. Laws of
1939, repealed all acts in conflict therewith.
Opinion No. 211.
Taxation-Oil and Gas RoyaltyRight of Ingress and Egress.
HELD: ",,There oil royalty deeds
on non-producing land permit the
holder to have ingress and egress to
the land involved, the royalty may
not be taxed for the reason that the
mineral contents of the mine may not
be taxed in place but the taxation
must be on the annual net proceeds.
While the right of ingress and egress
is a right which is subject to taxation,
such right would be of only nominal
value where there is no production.
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l\Iarch 11, 1940.
\1 r. Nick Langshausen
County Attorney
\Vinnett, l\Iontana

Dear l\fr. Langshausen:
You have requested my opinion on
the Question whether people owning
oil royalties on non-producing land,
where the royalty deeds permit the
royalty holders to have ingress and
egress to the land, may be taxed on
such royalty interest, or, in other
words, whether the royalty may be
separately assessed and taxed.
It is the settled law in this state that
the mineral contents of a mine may
not be taxed in place but that the taxation must be on the annual net proceeds.
Byrne v.
Mont. 329,
Hinz v.
Mont. 502,

Fulton Oil Company, 85
278 Pac. 514;
Musselshell County, 82
267 Pac. 1113.

In the first cited case the Supreme
Court was considering the taxation of
oil royalties. However, where the
owner of an interest in the mineral in
the ground has the right to go upon
the property and remove the mineral,
such right is an independent estate and
may be separately taxed.
Superior Coal Company v. Musselshell County, 98 Mont. 501, 41 Pac.
(2) 14;
Hinz v. Musselshell County, supra.
Where the assignment of a royalty
or conveyance of a royalty merely
gives the royalty owner the right to
go upon the premises, presumably for
the purpose of seeing whether there is
any production, it would appear to be
a right or an estate in the land which
is of little value until such time as
the lands produce oil. Technically,
while this right might be the subject of
taxation, the royalty itself, that is, the
right to receive a portion or percentage
of the oil produced, can only be taxed
under the Constitution and decisions
of the Supreme Court in conformity
therewith through the amendment of
the net proceeds tax. This right, until
the lands are productive, would have
to be assessed at a nominal figure and
would have to be assessed as a right
and not as royalty.

